WHEN TWO WORLDS COLLIDE

Choreographer: Bill and Linda Maisch, 24903 Oakana Rd, Ramona, CA 92065 (760) 789-3236

Footwork: Opposite unless noted (Woman’s footwork in parenthesis)

Sequence: Intro, AB Intl B** **End

**Quick Cues:**
- Intro: [BFLY WL] WAIT;; WALTZ AWAY; WRAP to LOD;
- A: FWD WZ; W ROLL X LOP; OP BOX;; W ROLL X OP; FWD FWD/LK FWD 2x;; WRAP to LOD; FWD WZ;
- W ROLL X LOP; OP BOX;; W ROLL X OP; FWD FWD/LK FWD 2x;; FWD FC CL BFLY;
- B: [BFLY WL] TWL to W’s Tamara; WHEEL R 6;; LARIAT 6; REV TWL 3 LOP RLOD;
- BAL FWD; BK FC CL SCP LOD; FWD WZ; MANUV; SPIN TRN; BK ½ BOX;
- 2 L TRNG WZ CP WL;; **CANTER 2x;;

END: [CP WL] **Timing with the music SLO SD CL; APT PT;